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• Detections and characteristics of exoplanets
• Formation & migration of planets
• Signatures of planet formation to be detected with ALMA

I. Detection & characteristics of
exoplanets

Definitions
• Planet: a gravitationally bound body that is not massive to enable
thermonuclear fusion of D

• 1 MEarth = 6 1027 gm = 3 10-6 MSun
• Upper mass limit: ~13 MJp (317 MEarth)
• Extrasolar planet: a planet orbiting (a) star(s) or stellar remnants
• Terrestrial: Mercury,Venus, Earth, Mars (0.06–1 MEarth)
• Gas giants: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune (14–317 MEarth)

Planets of the Solar System
• Major semi-axes: 0.4–30 AU (1 AU = 1.5 1013 cm )
• Low eccentricities: 0.07–0.2 (0 - circular orbit, 1 - parabolic orbit)
• Rotate in one plane
• Terrestrial planets: rocky materials (high-T condensates), ~5 g/cm3
• "Ice" planets (Uranus, Neptune): ~10 MEarth rock-ice core + gas, ~1.5 g/cm3
• Gas giants (Jupiter, Saturn): ~10–20 MEarth rock-ice core + gas, ~1 g/cm3
• Stable orbital configuration: ~10 Gyr

Planets of the Solar System

Lissauer (2004)

Extrasolar planets: detection
• Mplanet/M* ~10-6–10-2, Rplanet/R* ~10-2–10-1, Lplanet/L* < 10-5 (IR)
• First 2 exoplanets: PSR B1257+12 by Wolszcsan & Frail in 1992
• First exoplanet around MS star: 51 Peg by Mayor & Queloz in 1995
• June 15, 2011: 471 planetary systems, 562 planets, 57 multiple
planet systems

http://exoplanet.eu

Detection techniques
• Radial velocities:
• periodic Doppler shifts (Jupiter = 13m/s),
• current limit is 1m/s,
• not restricted by distance
• Msin(i), a
• Transits:
• ~10% of stars,
• Limit is ~few MEarth (Kepler)
• high rate of false alarms,
• i, R, a
• Direct imaging:
• R, separation
• farthermost planets
• Gravitational microlensing:
• M, separation
• not restricted by distance
• single event

Sensitivity of detection techniques
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Why are pictures of extrasolar planets always “artists’ conceptions” if so many exoplanets have
been discovered? Because we can only detect them indirectly, NOT by direct imaging
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I. Detection & characteristics of
exoplanets: Summary
• >10% of all stars have planets
• Formation probability related to stellar Fe/H
• a: 0.01–500 AU
• M: 4–4000 MEarth
• e: 0–0.9
• 30% in multi-star systems
• Multiple systems: 6 planets in 55 Cnc
• A planet around exogalactic star: HIP 13044
• Planets around pulsars

II. Formation & migration of planets

G. Bryden

Planet formation scenarios:
• Core accretion from planetesimals & embryos in "old" disk: ~106–
108 years, favors terrestrial planets

• Gravitational instabilities in "young" massive disk: ~100 years, favors
outer Jupiters

A. Boss
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Mdisk ~ a few MEarth

Steady growth along with disk evolution
• A miracle occurs: planetesimals ~1 km (~104 years), ~1012 at 1 AU
• Runaway/"oligarchic" growth: Mars-size embryos ~103 km (104–105 years)
• Late-stage accretion via impacts: Earth-like planets ~104 km (108 years)
• Inner, hot disk: only refractory solids, H & He lost
• Outer, icy disk: gas giants ~105 km, core accretion of ~10 MEarth (106 years) +
accretion of massive gas envelope (107–108 years)

• Less massive "ice" planets lost some gas
• Growth in mass by 45 orders of magnitude
• Restricted by lifetime of a disk: 1–10 Myr

Runaway growth
• Planetesimals evolution is collision-dominated
• Collisional cross-section with a body of mass M and a radius R:

dr/dt = ΣΩ/ρ
• Earth would grow in 20 Myr, outer planets >100 Myr
• Gravity increases cross-section (focussing):
dr/dt = ΣΩ/ρ(1 + Θ),
2
Θ = Vescape
/V 2

• Earth forms within 105–106 years

Core accretion: Jupiter

Gas
Solids

Pollack et al. (1996)

Hints for migrations
• At 0.1 AU no minerals can condense, yet hot Jupiters exist
• Planet(s) within a gas disk: density waves, repulsive gravitational
torques between inner & outer disk

• Example: satellites guarding icy rings around Saturn
• Separate regimes for low- and high-mass planets

Planet-disk interactions:Type I migration
• Type I migration: back-reaction from tidally generated spiral waves
• 0.1-10 MEarth,
• no gap,
• outer disk torques dominate,
• typically inward (chaotic),
• planets at resonant orbits: Pi/Pj=n/k,
• timescale: ~104 years

Ph. Armitage

Planet-disk interactions:Type II migration
•Type II migration:
• >300 MEarth,
• gap opens,
• residual gas flow over the gap,
• migration along with viscous disk evolution,
• inward,
• timescale: ~105 years

Ph. Armitage

Formation of a giant planet: simulations

Ph. Armitage

• Fixed orbit, exponential growth: 3MEarth till 10MJp
• 2D hydrodynamical disk structure
• Gap opening at ~1MJp
http://jila.colorado.edu/~pja/planet_migration.html

Halting planetary migration
• Turbulence
• Planet-planet scattering
• Strong magnetic fields
• Strong variations in density & T
• Formation of a massive planet traps less massive ones

R. Nelson

Steady growth scenario
• Observational support: planet-metallicity correlation
• Planets in multi-star systems & odd orbits
• Varying ratio of elements in the core & envelope
• Jupiter can be made within ~1–10 Myr
• Timescales: 1 MJp @ 5 AU, taccr ~10tmigr

protoplanet falls into the star

before it accretes 10 MEarth

• Migration has to be 10x slower
• No evidence for migration in Solar System
• Cannot explain presence of planets at r>100 AU

In some cases disks may have structures that are unstable to perturbations driven
by the gravitational force that the disk exerts on itself. This is quantified by the
Disk
instabilities
Toomre Q parameter, given
by:
!K cs
Q=
,
π G#

• Gravitational instabilities leads to fragmentation of disk (dust) when Q<1
and cooling is ~orbital time

• ~1 MJp fragments of gas and dust start to collapse
• Rapid dust grow & sedimentation leads to solid core
• A gap in disk gas opens
• tacc: ~100 years!
• UV radiation removes gas from outermost planets

(3.3)

Disk instabilities scenario
• Minimum-mass solar nebula: Q ~ 60/r1/4, very stable!
• More massive younger disk, cold outer regions
• Observational support: presence of planets at r>100 AU
• Rapid inward migration is not an issue
• Not restricted by disk lifetime
• Works only for large outer planets
• Cannot explain varying composition of gas/core

II. Formation of planets: Summary
• Two plausible mechanisms: gravitational instabilities & steady growth
• Can explain presence of hot Jupiters & far-away planets
• Can explain Fe/H correlation & exoplanets at odd orbits
• Type I migration: ~Earth-like planets, typically inward
• Type II migration: ~Jupiter-like planets, inward
• Migration is too fast
• Jupiter-like planets open gaps in disk gas

III. The Brave New World: ALMA

• Atacama Large Millimeter Array (2013)
• 50 x 12m + 12x7m + 4x12m
• Spatial resolution: 0.005″
• Spectral resolution: <0.05 km/s
• 8 GHz bandwidth for continuum
• 86 – 950 GHz (250 µm – 1 mm)
• x100 resolution
• x20 sensitivity

Credit: ALMA (ESO)

ALMA studies of planet formation:
• Gaps & inner holes opened by (proto-)planets
• Vorticities
• Circumplanetary disks?
• Asymmetries in dust distributions in "debris" disks
• Large sample of transitional & "debris" disks
• Not-so-close star-forming regions

ALMA: Spiral waves (density & kinematics)

G. Bryden
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ALMA: dust clumps
• Asymmetries in dust distributions in "debris" disks
• Dust trapped in resonances due to planet-disk interactions

Wyatt et al. (2003)

ALMA: large-scale vorticities
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Fig. 2.—Reconstructed images of the evolved disk seen under inclinations of i p 0! (face-on; top panels), 30! (middle panels), and 60! (bottom panels).
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obtained with ALMA will allow detection of the warm dust
in the vicinity of the planet only if the object is at a distance of not more than ∼50–100 pc (see Fig. 1). For larger
distances, the contrast between the planetary region and the
adjacent disk in any of the considered planet/star/disk configurations will beSimulations:
too low to be detectable.
(2), 1
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are GM Aurigae (Rice et al. 2003) and TW Hydrae (Calvet
et al. 2002). These cavities might be due to the influence of a
giant planet on the circumstellar disk (e.g., Kley 1999). Furthermore, viscous accretion and photoevaporation by stellar
radiation are assumed to clear the inner region of circumGoto
et al.gap
2006). However, an alterna5stellar
AU, disks
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tive explanation could be the consequence of the dust evo-

ALMA: gaps in disks
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Fig. 1 Simulation of ALMA 900 GHz observations of a circumstellar
disk with an embedded planet of 1 MJ around a 0.5 M" star (orbital
radius: 5 AU). The assumed distance is 50 pc (left)/100 pc (right). The
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Wolf & D'Angelo (2005)

100pc
the 2σ -level are shown. The size of the synthesized beam is symbolized in the lower left edge of each image. Note the reproduced shape of
the spiral wave near the planet and the slightly shadowed region behind
the planet in the left image (from Wolf and D’Angelo 2005)
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Fig. 3. Simulation of ALMA observations of a disk with an embedded planet with a mass of 1 Mjup around a 0:5 Msun star (orbital radius: 5 AU). The
assumed distance is 50 pc (left)/100 pc (right). The disk mass amounts to M disk ¼ 1:0 # 10$2 Msun . Only structures above the 2s-level are shown. The size
of the combined beam is symbolized in the lower left edge of each image. Note the reproduced shape of the spiral wave near the planet and the slightly
shadowed region behind the planet in the left image (from Wolf and D’Angelo, 2005).

Fig. 2. (Left) Surface density of a circumstellar disk with an embedded 1 MJupiter planet, which shows the planet, the gap, and the spiral-wave pattern
excited by the planet. (Right) Density in the planet’s Roche lobe that shows the circumplanetary disk (with selected streamlines), i.e., the disk around the
planet. The density scale on top of each panel is linear (left) and logarithmic (right). The physical units are as in Fig. 1.

observable in the (far-)infrared wavelength range through
thermal dust reemission. Provided that the mass of the
planet is large enough to open a significantly large and lowdensity gap (on the order of a Jupiter mass), the contrast
between the gap and the dust heated by the planet might be
sufficiently high to allow one to distinguish both components, i.e., the gap and the dust distribution around the
planet.
We test different environments of a planet located in a
circumstellar disk for the resulting temperature structure
which, in combination with the density distribution, mainly
determines the likelihood to detect any of the features
characterizing the embedded planet. The models considered
here cover a broad range of different, most reasonable
scenarios. A detailed description of all considered model

50pc

Wolf et al. (2007)

A planet-sized object with mass M P revolves around the
central star, moving on a circular orbit whose radius is rP .
It perturbs the surrounding environment via its point-mass
gravitational potential. The ratio of M P to M $ is 2 " 10#3 ,
hence M P ¼ 1 Mjup if M $ ¼ 0:5 Msun . We base this study
on two-dimensional models because, by means of highresolution three-dimensional simulations, D’Angelo et al.
(2003) demonstrated that computations in two dimensions
give a satisfactory description of disk–planet interactions
when dealing with heavy planets (M P =M $ 410#4 ) in thin
disks (aspect-ratio % 0:05).
The simulations are started from a purely Keplerian
disk. Due to the angular momentum transfer among the
inner disk (rorP ), the planet, and the outer disk (r4rP ), a
deep density gap is soon carved in along the orbital path.
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